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Ion-beam cancer therapy is used for the treatment of cancer. The initial ions in the beam are entering the
biological material with energies of a few million eV and are generating secondary electrons by ionization
processes. The secondary electrons can cause more ionization or initiate excitation processes, which can
cause break some chemical bonds and cause the death of the affected cells. For the adjustment of the dose in
ion-beam cancer therapy, it is crucial to have knowledge about these processes. In real biological system this
is difficult to achieve, because of the diffusion processes involved.
A methodology, which avoids these problems is the technique of radiation detection by polymerization. In
this technique a gel is used, that contains chemical agents, which can polymerize after electronic excitation
or ionization. After the irradiation of a probe with the ion-beam, an MRI scanner can be used to locate the
distribution of the polymers, which gives an image about the dose distribution. For this purpose the chemical
agents in the gel should designed in such a way, that they polymerize at similar energies, at which chemical
bonds in biological material (e. g. DNA and amino acids) are broken.
One of the most popular gels for radiation detection by polymerization is MAGIC (methacrylic and ascorbic
acid in gelatin initiated by copper) [1]. In our project we want to study the effects energetic electrons on
methacrylic acid by means of Monte Carlo simulations [2]. As input parameters the Monte Carlo simulations
require the knowledge of cross section data, which describes the various interactions [2]. We will present
preliminary results for the cross section for vibrational excitation and ionization, which we have computed
with the help of standard quantum chemistry program packages, as described in e. g. [3 - 5].
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